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Fun Fact
In the United States alone,
around 122 million phone calls
are made to moms on Mother's
Day. That's a lot of phone
calls!

May 14th - Mother's Day
May 22nd- Centerpointe
energy efficiency conference

More information

May 29th - Memorial Day

Visit our website for more
information on any of our
products. Ryan Company

Trivia Question

website

Name 2 other
Fulton products?
First 5 correct answers will
receive a prize? Please
include address with your
emailed answered.
matt@ryancompanyinc.com

Reminder our Parts
Department is now
open from 7:00am
to 4:00pm, you
can now get your
parts orders in
earlier.

Fulton Endura + Boiler:
ENDURA+ is a PURE Optimized revolution in firetube
condensing boilers, fitting an ultra-compact footprint
while surpassing the reliability of existing designs. The
heat exchanger captures up to 99% of the energy in
combustion gases while water is intelligently directed
through engineered flow paths, enhancing both heat
transfer and durability. Thanks to its revolutionary design
that virtually eliminates thermal stress, the ultimate root
cause of failure over time due to fatigue. Longevity is a
weak point with most condensing boiler designs, but the
Fulton Companies tackled this challenge with innovative
engineering, rugged materials, and robust construction
The Endura + also comes equipped with a 5 year burner
warranty.

Contact Matt to set-up your
lunch and learns now.
matt@ryancompanyinc.com

Up to 15:1 turndown; fully modulated single
burner design
Duplex stainless steel - far superior to materials
used in competing condensing boilers
O2 compensation tunes the fuel/air ratio in realtime; automatically adjusting for seasonality
Intuitive touchscreen control with integrated
cascade
Small vent diameters and variable primary flow
capabilities reduce installation cost.

Lochinvar Crest Input Sizes:
Crest available in input sizes (BTU/HR):
750,000
1 Million
1.25 Million
1.5 MIllion
1.75 Million
2 Million
2.5 Million
3 Million
3.5 Million
4 Million
5 Million
6 Million
The Lochinvar Crest is an extremely efficient with
average efficiency levels around 96.2%. Along with
high efficiency the boiler has smart technology to control
the boiler so that it operates at the most economic and
fuel efficient way. With a turndown of up to 25:1. The
Lochinvar Crest is the most complete product line on the
market with 12 different input sizes to really fit any
buildings heating load needs.

Coming Next Month
A new job of the month
A new trivia question to win a prize

Contact Matthew Kiemen with questions or to sign up for anything Ryan related.
matt@ryancompanyinc.com
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